
Background
§ Drug-drug interactions (DDI) cause adverse drug events that 

result in 2-3% of hospitalizations
§ Clinical decision software systems (CDSS) are used by 

pharmacists to assist in identifying DDIs of clinical importance
§ Our previous research suggests:
§ CDSS may provide suboptimal performance in managing 

DDIs clinically 
§ Pharmacist concern regarding the discrepancy between 

CDSS rated level of DDI severity and recommended actions 
compared to common clinical practice

Methods
§ Phase I: Development of DDI Management Tool (TLC-Act)
§ Development of preliminary DDI management tool & pilot 

testing using example drug interactions
§ Expert panel review of preliminary tool & gathering of informal 

feedback to improve tool

§ Phase II: Implementation of TLC-Act
§ Educational presentations & promotional posters disseminated 

to study participants 
§ Clinical implementation of finalized tool by study participants

§ Phase III: Feedback Survey of TLC-Act
§ Originally planned to survey all study participants to gather 

feedback for TLC-Act based on clinical use of the tool
§ Secondary to COVID-19 pandemic, survey timeline adjusted 

(only pharmacy residents surveyed to date)

§ Study participants: LMPS year 1 pharmacy residents & 
clinical/dispensary pharmacists employed at VGH/SPH/SMH

§ Ethics approval by the UBC Behavioural Research Ethics Board

§ Descriptive statistics of survey results

Figure 1: Developed DDI Management Tool (TLC-Act)
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TLC-Act: Development & Preliminary Analysis of a Drug Interaction 
Management Tool for Hospital Pharmacists

Objectives
§ To develop a standardized DDI management tool for use by 

clinical and dispensary hospital pharmacists to aid in their 
decision making for managing DDIs

§ To gather feedback on the developed DDI management tool 
regarding usability, feasibility, and utility in clinical practice 

Results

Discussion & Conclusions
§ The survey results provide a preliminary understanding for the 

usability and utility of TLC-Act, which requires validation with a 
larger population of hospital pharmacists 

§ Majority of respondents perceived the use of TLC-Act to be 
slightly more useful compared to usual care for managing DDIs, 
suggesting the use of a standardized DDI management tool may 
be beneficial for new clinicians

§ Further modifications aimed at reducing the amount of time 
needed to use TLC-Act may be required to improve the tool

§ Additional research is needed to evaluate the impact on clinical 
outcomes for hospitalized patients
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Figure 2: LMPS Pharmacy Residents’ Feedback Survey Results

100% would consider recommending TLC-Act to other 
pharmacists for assessing DDIs

33% would recommend TLC-Act in its current form 
to other pharmacists 

40% used TLC-Act on 1-3 occasions in clinical practice 
(60% did not use TLC-Act in clinical practice)
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of TLC-Act tool

* Usual care defined as use of CDSS or DDI computerized software (e.g. Lexicomp, Micromedex) alone
Note: only survey options selected by respondents have been displayed on the diagram above

N = 15
(Response rate = 54%)


